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American Muslim Voice Foundation will hold a meeting on Sunday, July 31th 2011 at 11:30 at 
Chandani Restaurant, Fremont/Newark to share its exciting new projects, seek community input 
and involvement especially for the Muslim women leadership project.  
 
Program:  
11:30 – 12:30 Lunch 
12:30 – Welcome. Khalid Saeed, National President 
12:35 – Dua 
12:40 - About American Muslim Voice Foundation. Samina Sundas, Founder 
1:00 – About Muslim Women leadership project.  Michael James, Consultant 
1:15 – Reflections and testimonials about AMV Foundation. Dr. Mohammad 
Nadeem, Zareen Raza, Dr. Waheed Siddiqui, Annam Raza and Imam Suhaib 
Webb (invited)  
1:45 Next steps - Community involvement.  
2:00 - Closing 
 
About AMV Foundation: California based American Muslim Voice Foundation was founded in 
July 2003 by American Muslims to work for and with all Americans. A grassroots movement 
based on the simple idea that stronger American communities serve the interests of all, AMV 
Foundation set out to bridge cultural and religious gaps. Working with multi-faith groups and 
earning recognition for their consistent, effective, and non-argumentative approach, AMV quickly 
became a centerpiece in the movement to build an inclusive, beloved community. The 
organization strives to strengthen the fibers of our world by working alongside neighbors and 
strangers toward a common goal, forging bonds and sparking friendships in the process. AMV 
Foundation continues to celebrate diversity and values all human beings regardless of race, 
religion, sex, or creed. 
 
About the project: 
 
“Practice With Your Feet” an ongoing leadership education and training 
 
“Practice With Your Feet” will be a project of leadership education and training, which is an 
essential part of the Islamic faith. Its curriculum will be based upon universal principles of human 
rights, non-violence, critical consciousness and community service, as these are the fundamental 
tenets of Islam. Participant’s interest of the area of service and leadership choices will become a 
part of this training. We encourage you to join early to have a greater influence. It is an ongoing 
training free of cost. 
 
There are three phases to this training. 
 
1: Girls/Women (Formal training for the first phase will start in January of 2012.  
2: Youth/Young men 
3: Multifaith 
 

http://www.amuslimvoice.org/


This succession plan is the key to transferring leadership to the future generations by sharing the 
wealth of knowledge acquired by the AMV Foundation in the past decade in the fields of pro 
active community and peace building. These young leaders of tomorrow will also represent the 
continuity of the work of American Muslim Voice Foundation. 
The first 'class' of leadership 'participants' will be young Muslim women between the ages of 13-
25. This age is a dynamic one in the stages of development of ethics, cultural awareness, and life 
skills. Young women with leadership skills are critical for modeling democratic and just practices, 
particularly young women of color. Young Muslim American girls/ women can play a powerful role 
that covers two key areas of peacemaking- social equity and interfaith/intercultural community 
building. An objective of “Practice With Your Feet” is to introduce the next generation of Muslims 
to a kind of leadership central to the Muslim and American narrative.  
Parent involvement is encouraged and will be instrumental. 
 
Are you the one we are searching for? 
 
American Muslim Voice Foundation is committed to create future Muslim peace makers and 
community builders but we have a greater need of Muslim peace makers and community builders 
today. There is a range of community and peace building events of AMV Foundation such as the 
dinner and dialogue, peace picnics, open houses, Ramadan dinners, Eid dinner, teach ins, 
 peace conventions and our latest campaign of  “National invite your neighbors to dinner day”. We 
need Muslim peace makers and community builders today to be engaged in these educational 
and cultural events to eradicate Islamophobia and to break down the barriers of ignorance and 
hate.  
 


